The lens internal microcirculation system delivers solutes to the lens core faster than would be predicted by passive diffusion.
It has been proposed that optical properties of the lens are actively maintained by an internal microcirculation system that utilizes ionic and fluid fluxes to deliver nutrients to deeper regions of the lens tissue via the extracellular space faster than would occur by passive diffusion alone. To test this hypothesis, we utilized a range of commercially available magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reagents of varying molecular sizes that served as tracers of extracellular solute delivery. The penetration of these tracers into bovine lenses incubated in the absence and presence of solutions that inhibit the microcirculation was monitored in real time over a 4-h period using T1-weighted MRI. We found that only the smaller contrast agents were delivered to the core of the lens and that the rate of solute penetration was significantly faster than that calculated simple diffusion. Next, the lenses were first incubated in either high extracellular K+ to depolarize the lens potential or ouabain to inhibit the Na+ pump. These two perturbations are known to inhibit the circulating ionic and fluid fluxes that are proposed to drive solute delivery into the lens core. Both perturbations inhibited the delivery of the extracellular tracer molecules to the lens core. Our findings suggest that the microcirculation system can potentially be harnessed to deliver exogenous antioxidants to the lens core to afford mature fiber cells protection against oxidative damage that ultimately manifests as age-related nuclear cataract.